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Nick Sarin Promoted to Assistant General Manager  
For CDM Electronics Turnersville Facilities 

 
Turnersville, NJ, August 19, 2019… CDM Electronics has announced the promotion of Nick Sarin to Assistant 

General Manager, where he will assist in overseeing all functional areas of the Turnersville facilities to include 

manufacturing and quality. Nick started at CDM in 2010, with his most recent role that of Value Added Engineer 

where he was instrumental in planning and implementing new or updated value-added manufacturing protocols 

and capabilities. Nick’s contributions include CDM’s groundbreaking modular and specialized production cells, and 

innovative overmolding program. Nick has a thorough understanding of all production protocols, which gives him a 

unique perspective with which to assist in directing and the coordination of the day-to-day operations along with 

executing CDM’s corporate vision. Nick is a passionate problem solver and has a unique commitment to providing 

every customer with a premier experience. Nick is a resident of Sewell, NJ, and is an avid golfer and Philadelphia 

sports team fan. 

  

About CDM  

For over 25 years, CDM Electronics has delivered interconnect product and cable assembly solutions to the world's 

leading aerospace, military, telecom, automotive, industrial, commercial, and alternative energy providers. 
Renowned for its unsurpassed levels of customer service and support, the company supplies Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs) with full lines of standard and specialty connectors including circular, Mil-Spec, DIN, power, 
PROFIBUS, rectangular, and RF devices. CDM employs documented and controlled systems in its value-added 

division, which specializes in mission critical cable assembly, including custom cable assembly, military cable 

assembly, power cable assembly, and box builds. The company's AS9100 Certified headquarters is in Turnersville, 
NJ, with a Midwest regional office located in Plano, TX.  
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